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University community asked to help

SU looks at its goals and mission
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Soviet students:
A special Spectator pullout section features stories from students
of Tashkent State University. The
student discuss their everyday
lives, future hopes and today's
problems.

—See

pages 7-10

Kangaroo:

Is Australia's latest film worth
hopping to the theater?

-See page 13
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Practicing peace:
Several SU students participated
in a San Francisco peace march
over the weekend.

I -See page 4
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"What do you want Seattle University
to be like in10 years?"
Greg Lucey, S.J., is posing that
question to the university community.
The university is currently
reevaluating its needs, mission and
goals, said Lucey, its acting president.
The trustees, deans and vice presidents
have alreadybegun work on this process,
and "we want to involve as many people
as possible" in this effort, said Joyce
Crosby,assistant to the president.
In November, the trustees were
asked to "redefine andreaffirm the goals
of this institution." Lucey asked the
same thing to the vice presidents and
deans when he filled in for William
Sullivan,S.J., last month. (Sullivan is
on a three-month sabbatical.)
Reevaluations are necessary, Lucey

said, for the university to "take another
look at itself. The mission we had then

-- do we feel comfortable with it now?

There may be a new vision, (a new)
perspective.
"What kind of an experience do we
want to provide students here seven to
nine years from now?"
This question is why Lucey, besides
asking for specific plans, wants to know
whypeople feel aneed for them.
The setting of a goal must have some
sort of objective or value, he believes.
The value of the establishment of a
certain amount of money for
scholarships (his example), is to make
the university accessible to people who
have less money than others,he said.
Possibilities to work toward an
objective are calculated and each option
must be evaluated in terms of its
feasibility and cost. "There may be 500,
-- you have to
600 different actions

prioritize,"he comments.

Thisentire reevaluation process is part
of a long cycle, Lucey said. In the
mid-to-late-1970s, a similiar process
took place and another one can be
expected about 10 years from now.
New realities can also change
long-termplans, he adds.
For example, the establishment of the
computer has changed educational
procedures from 10 years ago, he said,
and the projected drop in population of
18-year-olds in 1997 could probably
hinderan expectation ofa risein student
enrollment.
Also, a previous session resulted in a
desire for more facilities and expanded
computer services came about a few
years ago. The result: the new buildings now under construction which will
house arts and sciences and engineering
faculty as well as new computer rooms.

Social justice conference attempts to increase
awareness of the causes of the nuclear conflict
By Mark Kramer
Spectator Reporter

The "software" of human thinking has
not kept pace with the "hardware" of
nuclear reality, said David Barash,professor of psychology at the University of
Washington and the author of several
books, including "The Caveman and the
Bomb: Human Nature, Evolution and
Nuclear War."
Barash spoke in Seattle University's
Pigott Auditorium last Wednesday
evening during a two-day conference
titled "Social Justice in a Nuclear
Economy." The conference was sponsored by the Gaffney Chair of Arts and
Sciences in conjunction with the
Pigott-McCone Chair of Humanities.
Philosophy professor Rosaleen
Trainor, C.S.J.P. and the current holder
of the Gaffney Chair, said the conference
was an attempt to increase awareness of
cultural, political and social underpinnings that keep the nuclear threat
undiminished and on the rise in recent
years.
"Our way of thinking is the inherent
danger behind thenuclear devices," said
Barash. "The Neanderthal mentality, or
caveman consciousness as Icall it,is an
outmoded way to look at warfare when
nuclear devices hold the potential for
worlddestruction."
Barash told theaudience at Pigott that
nuclear weapons,being an imperceptible
danger, do not arouse a natural fear of
catastrophic consequenceslike would be
present in more conventional forms of
armed conflict. "Our senses are not
attuned to weapons of such enormous
destructive potential," he said.
Unlike the traditional "fight or night"
reaction we inherited from our ancestors,
nuclear devastation does not arouse
immediate panic in our emotional
system, he said. This state of nonarousal allows us to greatly downplay
the destructive potential of nuclear
warfare.
Barash came to the study of human
reaction to nuclear holocaust through the
back door of animal behavior.
"I originally trained as a biologist," he

said. "But my knowledge of animal
behavior brought me a perspective on
human behavior."

Barash thinks a good way of arousing
our natural Neanderthal disgust at mass
killing would be to implant the
presidential codes for nuclear destruction
next to the heart of the president's
favorite aid.
The nations leader would be required
to use a dull knife to cut the encapsulated
codes out of the aid's chest before he
could enter them into thebriefcase-sized
computer that is always next to the
president's side.
Learning disgust at mass killing nuclear style is somewhat like toilet training, said Barash. "Our primate ancestors
livedin trees where there wasn't aneed to
learn not to foul one's nest," he

explained. "That's why it takes several
months, even years, to train a human
child to use a toilet and not leave scatological scraps for other organisms to

worry about."
Barash believes we need to think about
the destruction nuclear devices can create
and train ourselves to short-circuit the
belief a physical threat does not exist
justbecause we cannot perceive it
"Because the most profound human
urge is not hunger, shelter or sex, but
business as usual, we leadourselves into
a stance of uninvolvement,"he said.
Barash told the crowd thatpeople have
organized into a conglomeration of
nations, a supernormal system that surplants the ancestral notion of tribal
organization. Thiscan lead to dehumanization,he said.

Fall enrollment may stabilize
By Timothy J. Huber
SpectatorReporter

Despite ongoing concern that fall
enroUmeat may be lower then expected,
Seattle University officials expressed
confidence the figures will stabilize by

September.
Tfhe prospect pool, or group of
potential applicants for SU, grew from
last year. Concerns that enrollment
would fall arose because, while the
number of prospects is up, the number
of prospects who become applicants is
not. Neither is thenumber of applicants
whohave enrolled.
"I feel confident that we are going to
come into the fall with things
stabilized," said Lee Gerig, dean of
admissions. He predicted 1987-88
enrollment will not signal a "boom year"
but woll not be a disaster either.
Gerig set up a marketing plan this
past summer and intends to stick by it.
"We are essentially following the road
map," he said, adding, "the intensity ofit
may be heightened."
The marketing plan includes some 30
new programs, some of which are still

being adopted, said Gerig. "We stillhave
some things coming into place this
spring that havenever been done before,"
he said.
On April 27 SU mailed letters to
about 18,000 students, said Gerig. Other
parts of the program include advertising
in high school and community college
newspapers, campus visitations and a
telephone campaign organized by the
deanofeach college.
"The community is working with this
process," said Gerig. "One of the key
components here is we have a host of
faculty involved."
Increased financial aid packages may
alsohave an impact on fall enrollment.
The financial aid office is trying to get
information out to prospects as quickly
as possible to help recruiting efforts.
"Having that information early is
important," saidJanet Crombie, director
of financial aid. Financial aid
information is being sent out "as quick"
ly as we can get them in the mail, she
added
Crombie feels there is little need to
worry about fall enrollment. "Our figures
are looking very good," she said.
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Awards will recognize service and leadership

By Timothy J. Huber
Spectator Reporter

On Friday May 1, Seattle University
will recognize students and campus
organizations which, through their
service, improve the quality of life for
the SU community.
The thirdannual awards, to beheld at
6 p.m. on the North court of Connolly
Center, fall into two categories,
university-wide and clubs/organizations.
University-wide awards include the
Archbishop Hunthausen Service Award
that honors an individual who shows
leadership devoted to the service and
betterment of the community, the
Leadership Award that honors a student
leader at SU, the GoodSamaritan Award
that honors a student who serves as a

source of comfort and help to others and
the Spirit of the Campus Award that
honors a student who personifies the
spirit of SU.
Awards for Clubs and Organizations
include honors for increasing academic
interest, for creating community feeling
on campus, for serviceas anadvisor for a
student club andan open category.
Theawards "hold up as models, if you
will, people who, by their actions,
typify what Seattle University stands
for," saidBill Grace, director of student
leadership. Grace also feels celebration
is important. "As anold sayinggoes, we
need to count our achievements as well
as our plans," he said.
The awards serve to honor achievements beyond academics, which graduation honors, said Grace. "This is the

stuff that's in the co-curriculum," he
said.
Lisa Ursino-Nance, from Campus
Ministry, joined the committee that
structured the awards to help recognize
students who have displayed leadership.
Theawards honor "qualities which reflect
the type of student that would fit into the
Seattle University mission statement,"
Ursino-Nance said.
The awards are a way for the
community to recognize those who serve
it. Students who receive the awards do
"outstanding things on this campus and
they deserve the kudos from this
community," Grace said.
Because the award winners represent
the whole campus Grace feels it is
important for asmuch of the community
as possible to attend the awards

ceremony. "We want students to be there
to honor each other," he said. "You are
invited. Please attend. Comecelebrate."
Ursino-Nance also stressed the importance of community attendence. High
attendence affirms the award, said
Ursino-Nance. "Yes, we affirm and
recognize that as a quality that we want
to recognize on campus."
Members of the campus community
nominated students for the awards over
this past month. The entire faculty
receivednomination ballots, which were
also available at the campus assistance
center, said Grace.
A committee made up of representatives from student life, the faculty
and students will choose the award
winners April 28, saidGrace.

Lawn care and home repair provided by volunteers
By Mark Kramer
Spectator reporter

Matt Collins kneeled near the
overgrown shrub, pruning saw in hand,
paring away at branches which had
grown in a come-hither manner. A pair
of hedge clippers, so shiny and new the
store labels were visible on the cutting
blades, lay besidehim on the front lawn.
Collins had justbought the clippers at
a nearby store. He said such a sunny
Saturday morning was great time to be
doing something different than
homework.
Collins was indeed doing something

different. Instead of spending this sunny
Saturday catching Frisbees with his
friends Collins was lending a hand as a
homecare volunteer. The front lawn
where he worked was not his own. The
hedge clippers he had purchased he
bought because the pair already at the
house were too dull to do the job.
Collins is one of 10 Seattle
University students who spent last
Saturdayproviding fix-up labor at homes
whose residents could not perform the
work required to keep their dwellings in
habitable shape.
"It's frustratingknowing the neighbors
criticize the tiddyness of my house," said

Contest offers internship
By Tasha Stephenson

SpectatorReporter

Two winners of an advertising
competition will be selected to spend
threemonths workingand learning in the
creative department of a nationally renowned advertisingagency.
The company is Borders, Perrin &
Norrander, aPortland-based advertising
agency andone of the most reputable and
successful agencies on the west coast,
said Betty Konarski, Seattle University
smallbusiness directorand thedirector of
theBP&N internship.
"BP&N is one of the few Northwest
agencies which do ads for creative
individuals while adding knowledge and
creativity to their portfolios," said
Konarski.
"A good portfolio is more important
than a degree to get into creative advertising," said Dave Newman, senior vice
president and co-creative director of
BP&N.
The deadline for entries is May 15.
Participants must submit an ad for three
categories.
For the first category participants are
to create a current BMW ad, keeping in
mind that "performance is the only
rational thing that makes a luxury car
worth the money." The ad should look
and soundlikeother ads in the series.
For the second category participants
must create an ad for Columbia
Sportswear's new hunting parka. This
product should be targeted to waterfowl
hunters who are practical but willing to
spend extra money if something is a
good value.
The parka has four interchangeable
parts that allows the hunter to adjust it
to fit personal needs. Inside the parka isa

pouch into which the whole parka can be
stuffed. Versatility and portability of the
parka are it's strong points.
For the third category participants are
to create a campaign for an imaginary
client: Ruff 'N' Ready dog obedience
school, the investigators local detective
agency; Bug Out pest extermination
service; a church or local Red Cross
donor program. This assignment is open
but shouldbe in good taste.
For the first two categories participants mustcreateat least one magazine
ad, single or double page,color or black
and white.
For the third category participants are
to create a campaign, consisting of one
magazine ad, one 30-second TV
commercial and one 60-second radio
script
Senior members of BP&N creative
department willbe evaluating the entries.
They will be looking for "simplicity,
freshness and stopping power," the
BP&N contest ad stated. Some examples
can be found in Communication Arts
'86.
This internship has been initiated
through a grant from the American
Express Family of Companies, said
Konarski.
If a student from SU wins the contest
he or she may apply to receive credit for
the competition as well as pick up a
$500 scholarship. Konarski and
Chauncey Burke, instructor in the Albers
School of Business, will work closely
with the student to help him or her
maximize this experience, she said.
"The best work in the country is no
longer coming from New York and
BP&N isone of about 15 agencies in the
country that made that happen," Newman
said.

the owner of the home, (who asked not
to be identified), where Collins was
working.
"This labor is something you can't
repay," she continued. "It's wonderful to
see these young people helping
somebody they don't even know."
Collins is a junior in SU's honors
program. "I enjoy taking pride in
working with my hands," he said.
"Manual labor is a quick satisfaction
fix."
At the Seattle Housing Authority
apartment where Kathleen Smart lives,
SU students Laura McMahon and Yvette
Wright looked around at the clutter that
occurs when an elderly person does not
have the mobility to pick up after
herself.
In the apartmentof bare cinderblock
walls, Wright and McMahon searched
fora beginning to their clean-up task.
Months-old magazines and cigarette
asheslittered a carpet which looked like
the service bay at a neighborhood gas
station.
"Its embarrassing not to be able to do
your own work," saidSmart. "Ihad this
place cleaned up once but Ilost my
lower plate and went througheverything
to search for it."
Frances Moen worked for Warner
Brothers Studios in the heydays of
Hollywood. She drew costume designs
and worked with stars whosenames read
like a who's whoof Hollywoodlegends.
Moen operates the "Artist's Attic" out

of her north Seattle home. In her
basement she holds classes where she
said anyone can learn to paint
RecentlyMoen suffered a stroke. She
has recovered sufficiently to begin
teaching again. But the floor of her
studio needed a new coat of paint so her
students would have a presentable
workplace to learn in.
Mary Cline, Roger Dowdy, Tanguy
Martin and Tom Potter of SU spent their
Saturday morning making sure they got
one. With rollers and brushes in hand
they laid down a coatoflatex that should
withstand the errors of hopeful artists
who dribble as they dabble on their
canvases.
Saturday's home-helping was organized with the cooperation of SU's
Volunteer Center and the Fremont
Homecare Volunteer Program. Karen
Andriesen, the Fremont program's
volunteer coordinator, said thereisa great
need for more assistance like that given
by the students from SU.
Andriesen told of a lawn cutting
contract the Fremont program used to
have with a youth organization for
elderly andlow-income people whocould
not maintain their own yards. But this
year because of budget cuts they could
notpay to renew the contract
"There is a real need for lawn
mowing," Andriesen said. "So far we
already have 10 homes waiting for
lawncare assistance but no one to provide
the help."

Seniors gear up for activities
By Ann-Marie Smith
Spectator Reporter

The senior class committee which
plans and sponsors events andactivities
for graduating seniors is gearing up to
release their spring-time activities.
Last week, the committee requested
special funding of $2,000 for three
major eventsfrom the student senate.
At presstime, the group was waiting
for budgetapproval.
Proposed events include a dinner
dance, a wine and cheese social with an
inspirational speaker,anda night on the
town.

Most of therequestedfunding willaid
the major event,a dinnerdance.
The semi-formal dinner dance is
scheduled for May 29 at the downtown
Hilton. There will be a no host bar.
Dinner and dance tickets can be bought

together or separately. Seniors will
receive a discount price for dinner and
dancing is free.
A scheduled on-campus event is a
wine and cheese social with an
inspirational speaker on May 27. The
speaker willbe announced atalater date.
A Mass will be held for seniors on
May 31 which will focus on senior
friendship. Campus Ministry will put
on the Mass with help from the senior
class committee.
Rapping up the fun, the seniors plan
a night on the town, June 2
spend
to
with free ridesprovided to and from local
areapubs.
In addition, the committee helps select
senior awards for outstanding faculty,
staff, and seniors. Nomination forms
will be madeavailable in May.
Flyers will be distributed listing
specific dates, times and locations of
events.

Nevus
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New satellite dish provides more channels
Marketing
adds Ad Club
By Andrea Soulier
SpectatorReporter

By Angela Antonelli
Spectator Reporter

How would you like to help createan
advertising campaign for a major company or corporation?
The new Seattle University Ad Club
is designed to give students the opportunity to create real campaigns for
sponsoringcompanies.
"The marketing department at SU is
weak and needs strength in its curriculum," said club President Jennifer
Herb. "There are no activities for marketing majors and few ways to obtain
business contacts to help them get jobs
when they graduate. That's why I'm so
excited about starting this club. Ifeel
like I'm doing something about it,
instead of just complaining."
The Ad Club is affiliated with the
Academic Division of the American
Advertising Federation. The AAF encourages young people to enter advertising as a career and to enhance the
quality of advertising education.
Each college campus has its own
advertising opportunities depending on
its location and facilities. AAF college
chapters develop marketingprojects with
the help of faculty and professional
advisers.
This year, under the direction of
adviser Chauncey Burke, a marketing instructor, the club engaged in two such
projects.
The first involved naming a new line
of microwaveable breakfast entreesbeing
considered by Continental Mills. Students supported their choice with facts
and analysis.
Clubmembers worked for one quarter,
conducting a survey, determining the
target market and brainstorming for
names. Continental Mills awarded SU's
Ad Club $1,000 for oral and written
presentation of the material.
The second project, theNational Students Advertising Competition, is the
annual advertising case study of a
product.

Attention!
Inorder to extendmore services to
students,new library hours will take
effect May 1 The new schedule will be

.

--

as follows:
Sun.1 p.m. 11 p.m.
Mon. Thurs.8 a.m. 11 p.m.
Fri.8a.m 5 p.m.
Sat.Noon 8 p.m.

-

professor ofelectrical engineering

An $8,000 satellite dish and a
projection TV will be installed at
Seattle University, enabling students and
faculty to use educational programs and
satellite channels unavailable with SU's
current dish.
Donated by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, the new
dish willhave better quality and greater
range.
Until now, SU has had to rent a
satellite dish for major projects."We have
a little one used for student experiments
in electrical engineering but it's not (the)
high quality you want to put on video
shows," said Gary Erickson, associate

"I suggested that lEEE buy some
equipment instead of renting. And I
suggested that they donate it to SU so
they would have a place to do their video
conferences."
Four or five times a year lEEE holds
video conferences, generally on a
technical subject. A recent conference at
SU usedrented equipment. Experts in a
technical field present information and
then people can callinand ask questions.
However, video conferences held four
or five times a year will not be the only
use for this new equipment. The new
dish will pick up C-band and KU-band,
"which is a higher frequency and takes
fancier equipment," said Erickson.
SU will now be able to pick up

Canadian TV from Montreal in French,
and TV from Mexico in Spanish,
Erickson said.
If SU subscribes to SCOLA, a
network run by Creighton University in
Omaha, Neb., it will be able to receive
European and Asian broadcasts. These
are only a few of the stations the new
satellite dish will be able to pick up.
"Each satellite has 15 channels and there
are 20 satellites up there transmitting,"
saidErickson.
The projection TV, slated for the
Lemieux Library auditorium, will have a
10-to-17-foot screen. "Wehaven't decided
yet," Erickson said.
It will be able to show video disks
once a player is hooked up. It can also
be hooked up to a computer to show
whatis on the computer screen.

ACCESS works for a barrier-free campus
By Stacia A.M. Green
Spectator Reporter

ACCESS is again gearing up to break
downbarriers at Seattle University.
The student-organizedcommittee was
formed to provide SU and the administration with ideas and suggestions for
barrier-free access to buildings on campus.
The biggest issue for ACCESS is to
provide disabled students and staff access
to all floors of the Student Union
Building, a hub for many student activities andoffices. As stated in a previous
article, only the first floor is accesible
and the ramp is not up to code.
ACCESS brought in volunteer
engineers and architects to do a feasability survey of installing anelevator in
theStudent Union Building.
Letter writing and word of mouth are
two ways ACCESS is using to

NOTICE

enlighten the administration and all of
SU about the barriers disabled people
faceon this campus.
An external elevator on the south side
front entrance was considered the best
possibility at the cost of approximately
$11,450 for the elevator and $3,000
6,000 for the shaft construction.
The Seattle city elevator inspector
denied a permit because that kind of
elevator could only be used in private
residences. There is no logical place for
an internal elevator that would conform
to city code.
The administration expressed to the
committee that the possible demolition
of the buildingin two to four years could

-

also prevent the installation of an
elevator.
"The Student Union Building is just
the tip of the iceberg," said Jakie
Baird-Alexander,disabled students coordinator with the Learning Center. "It's
also a case of dignity of going through
the back door."
The ramp into the first floor of the
building ison the Madison Avenue side.
Many other buildings on campus, such
as the Liberal Arts Building,McGoldrick
Center and Marian Hall are not accessible to disabled students.
If anyone is interested in helping with
ACCESS, contact Baird-Alexander at
the Learning Center, 626-5310.

OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.

National Direct Student Loan
borrowers leaving SU spring
and summer '87 are required to
attend an exit interview May
18th and 19th.
Group sessions are scheduled on
the hour and will be held in the
Campion Tower Ballroom on
Monday, May 18th from 9 a.m.
4 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
6:30
p.m. on Tuesday, May 19th
from 9 a.m. 4 p.m. If unable
to attend go to the Student loan
Office and fill out an interview

-

-

-

form.

In Search for Spectator
Editor-In-Chief
* Applications
are now being sought for

editor-in-chief of the Spectator for 1987-88 academic
year. The editor receives up to a full tuition scholarship.
*Applicants should submit:
1) a letterof application explaining their interest.
2) a complete resume, including three references and
cumulativeGPA.
3) a portfolio of previous journalistic writing/editing work.
* The application is due by May 4.
*A description of responsibilities of the editor is posted
at the adviser'soffice.
Send to: Spectator Editor Search Committee
c/o Department of Journalism
Seattle University
Seattle, Wa., 98122.

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates and
undergraduates. No interest payments until after graduationor withdrawal. Up to ten years to pay back at just
8% annual percentagerate? Payments as low as $50
per month.
Maximum loan amounts:$2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores
$4,000 Juniors/Seniors
$7,500 Graduate Students
Ask your school's financial aidoffice for an application and details.Or call the friend of the family at
(206)464-4767. We're out to make your education more
affordable.
This ratedoes not necessarily apply to students with existingloans.

Washington Mutual
The friend of the family

Washin&onMutual
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Reflections on a peace march

Students protest on the streets of San Francisco
great unveiling of our poster. Itread:

"JUST SAYNO!
to

Consumerism,Militarism
Sexism, Racism

from the Seattle Freedom Fighters"

Buh-dum-sshhhh.

Post-march: together

at last

David Ellinger
Spectator Contributor
[Editor's note: on Saturday, April 25,
1987, the author linked up with friends
and went to San Francisco for the
Mobilizationfor Peace,Jobs andJustice.

This story is not intended to describe
"how it was" but rather "what it waslike
for the author."]
Crazy, Ithought. This is bananas,
hat are we trying to accomplish?
The 1972 VW Bus, the beads, the
nis Joplin, the stuffing seven people
into a car made for five, the tie-dyed
t-shirts, all this led to a certain sense of
superfluousnostalgia. Or perhaps it was
just me.
Then peopleput on the soundtrack to
the Big Chill, which was, in a sense, a
movie about nostalgia. Gruesomely appropriate, Ithought. Fellini's cameras
are going to pop out from the
woodwork,right?
So here we were, 11activists heading
down to San Francisco to join the
Mobilization for Peace, Jobs andJustice;
we'd march in SF and there would be a
concurrent march in Washington, D.C.
Eleven of us, including high school
students, college students and college
graduates. A mishmash of people who
knew people who knew people who had
heardabout themarch.
can only
We drove downin two cars: I
speak of the ride in the VW; I
do not
know what riding in the other car was
(the mind boggles!).
Another interesting facet of the long
ive down was that in the Bus we had
seven people piled around each other but
of us didn't know each other very
sll, at least not well enough to feel
comfortable in such cramped surroundings.
And so we spent the 14-hour drive in
the Bus, all seven of us, exchanging
banal observations with people we didn't
know, or clustering in small groups of
familiar people.

I

(:e

ilot

The trip down did have one great note,
however. At 3:30 in the morning we
crashedamini-mart in Yreka, Calif., and
all 11 of us politely asked if we could
use the bathroom. This gave us a great
opportunity to practice our communication skills [e.g. consensus decision
making: "Okay, whose turn next?
Comrade Moycr is jumping up and down
but Comrade Miller, in a fit of urinary
stress, is rolled into the fetal position
and saying 'Hail Mary's; all those in
favor?]. Practice,practice.
Ididn't expect much support from the
50-year-old guy who was apparently in
the middle of a graveyard shift but
somehow we managed to get to talking
rather quickly and he seemed rather en-

chanted at our trip. Or perhaps he was
happy to have someone to keep him up.
Regardless of his motivations, it was
unexpectedlyrefreshing to find support
for our cause, in the exciting town of
Yreka, along theblank stretchesof 1-5.
Somehow or other, we managed to
make it to the Bay Areaby 9:30 a.m.
We got a receipt from the bridge toll.
"Memento! Saveit!"
Into the city, via Embarcadero
freeway. The Embarcadero is like a
slightly exciting version of the Viaduct.
Only slightly but Ienjoy it. People
think I'm strange.
But there is a sense, with theEmbarcadero, of circumventing downtown San
Francisco, only to be deposited (or expunged) onto the corner of Battery and

The sign was greeted by smiles,
thumbs up and quite a few cheers for
Seattle.
At last, as the noontime beginning of
the march approached we moved to the
front of the crowd, to join with the
Washington groups whohad collected in
the front of the march line.
We were a group, a unit,but we still
were not completely familiar with each
other; therefore, as the march began, we
were just a collection of separate souls.
Fairly close to noon: onward, ho!

"

What do we want?'
"PEACE!
"When do" we wantit?'
'NOW!'
1

"Hey,hey;
Ho, ho;

Ronald Reagan has got to go!"
"US out of Nicaragua;
US out ofEl Salvador;
US outof Guatemala;
We're not gonna study warno more;
We're not gonna study warno more."
"Hey, hey;
Ho, ho;

Broadway.
"Well,here weare."

NancyReaganhas got to go."

We walked calmly towards the gait
subway station at the corner of
California,Market and Drumm streets at
about 10:30 a.m. This was supposed to
be where the march would begin.
"We're meeting at an intersection?" I
said. "We're going to fit 20 thousand
people at a stupid intersection? We're
going to be covering 10 square blocks;
how the hell are we going to squeeze a
marching force into a subway station
entrance?"
Then we arrived.
people
Motion, lots of motion
talking, sitting in the sun, eatingbagels
a 6-year-old tied to his father by a
three-foot string, so as not to get lost in
the action a pile of Jobs and Justice
signs,accompaniedby a worker shouting
through a bullhorn, "Everyone grab a
sign! Everyone should be carrying a
sign!" a guy in a navy uniform with
marionette sticks and strings attached to
his arms anda ghoulish hand holding the
people holding crosses for
sticks
those who have been killed in El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Chile
each one
has aname and age newspapersgiven
away, to rally the socialists, environReagan
mentalists, peacemakers
place,
with either
buttons all over the
snide remarks below or a circle around
and a slash through (useful device, that)
energy but very much in control
people watching from the tourist hotel
an older Latin
balconies above
singing
about
the pride of
American man
Chile undso weiter.
Icannot adequately express the total
experience there. For my limitations as
both a narrator and participant, for my
inability to reproduce my field of vision
entirely, for my sense of wonder at such
isight,Iam sorry.
Our group gathered and we decided to
march as a unit. It was time for the

"

'IMPEACH!'
"
"BONZO!'

Some of these chants may seem
aggressive,belligerent.
Some of them are.
Yet even with our frustration and
anger, our bitterness, our sorrow for the
crimes committed by our government
each day, even with the separation of
issues, even with this general chaos,

confusion,and anxiety, there still was a
pervasive emotion:
Joy.
Where the hell did that come from? I
sat in the grass afterwards, watching the
thousands of people pass by, cheering
groups with catchy slogans or especially
worthy causes, smiling and feeling
generally "All's Well with the World,"
and Icouldn't figure out why Ishould
feel well.
Because we weren't necessarily going
to make any progress, we hadn't solved
any problems, the world was in just as
much trouble in the beginning of the
marchas at the end and just as many (or
even more)people had died at thehands
of oppressors.
Yet, still,absurdly, Ifelt well.
And it was not until today, when I
remember the minimart worker in Yreka,
the man who ran into the middle of the
march armed with a staple gun and a
couple of thin boards, with whose help
weelevated our banner several feet, our
dancing in the street when the speaking
and marching wereover and the singing
began, the marcher we met 15 miles
outside the city at a gas station ("You
were there too?"), that Ifinally realized
the vital nature of the march, the
concrete accomplishment of the march
whichno one can deny.
Finally, after all this time, Ihave
learned the truth and heart of the peace
movement

"You are not alone."
All who work for peace and justice are
not struggling without support, without
brothers and sisters, we are within a
family which does not meet often
enough, and thus we forget our hoard of
relatives throughout the world.
We are not alone.
We hada family reunion of the peace
movement last Saturday. 50,000 in San
Francisco; 100,000 in Washington, D.C.
A small part of our family.
And,on theride home, there were legs
and pillows and laughs thrown all over
the place but itdidn't seem to matter.
Thank you,my brothers and sisters.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

One large march for humankind...

Soapbox

Tashkent reached out,
Seattle took hold
John Teehan
Spectator Editor

When Ireceived aletter early last quarter from the information officer at the
Soviet embassy in Washington, D.C., I
did not act on it right away.
Andrei Baidak, the information officer,
wanted to know if Iwas interestedin the
establishment of contacts between the
Spectator and the student newspaper at
Tashkent University, Seattle's sister-city
in the Soviet Union. Itold him Iwas
interestedbut Ileft it at that.

Forum
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Allison Westfall
ManagingEditor
Once upon a time, a time before a
Vatican and before a pope, there lived a
man who was a revolutionary. His name
was Jesus.
He was a kind and compassionate
man. He preached that God's kingdom
was aliveand presenton earthand to join
that kingdom we must reform our lives.
He lived his life in a way to show us
how to do this. He told us God was for
everyone willing to hear his message.
He told us to be human meant unconditionaf love. He preached to and loved
the "untouchables" in his society. He
went to the poor, the tax collectors, the
lepers and the whores and saidGodloved
them.
Jesus died anda church rose from his
wayof lifeand his gospel.
Today, it is thousands of years from
once upon a time, and that church, the
Catholic Church, has lost touch with its
foundation and twisted the message of
The Vatican and its pope have turned
their back on a group of modern
untouchables, the homosexual community, particularily in Seattle. Auxiliary Bishop Donald Wuerl announced
last week the Archdiocese of Seattle will
no longersponsor thehomosexual group
Dignity. Rome has turned its back on
Jesus' message and hislife.
During his time Jesus did not alienate
a group of society because they were
sinful. He loved them unconditionally.
He went to them andlived among them.
During our time the church is setting
narrowly-defined conditions for the celebration of Jesus and the understanding of

i
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cial section, this issue).
Actually, the package was first sent to
David Fenner of the history department
at the University of Washington, who
promptly directed it my way.
Fenner, a liaison of sorts between the
two sister-cities, may prove to be very
valuable in the cultural exchange about
to form between the two publications.
Aside from supplying the Spectator with
the Tashkent material, he may handdeliver our end of the bargain to Tashkent, thereby guaranteeingdelivery.
That's a good thing.

Ina world wherepeace andgoodwill is
close to extinct, the exchange between
our two publications may prove to be a
veryinteresting and fruitful project.
The leaders of the two Superpowers
may continue an attempt to injure the
others' reputation but that is no reason to
stop peaceful dialogue between the two
universities.
It's too late to establish a consistent
exchange this year but the groundwork
has been set for future Spectators.
Ihope itcontinues.

Point/Counterpoint
Catholic Church has
lost Christ's message

■

.

"In a world where peace and goodwill is
close to extinct, the exchange between our
two publications may prove to be a very interesting and fruitful project." -John Teehan
After putting the idea aside for awhile
Ipicked it up again and started to
contemplate on it. In thenews media we
are constantly inundated about the ill
relations between the two Superpowers.
Ithought it would be refreshing to hear
from typical Russian students.
Icalled Andrei Baidak back at the end
of the winter session and toldhim Iwas
very much interested in an exchange of
stories between the two universities.
Three weeks later I
received a package
from Tashkent University. (See spe-

I

Match the correct baby to
the correct country

Rome has lost the message and compassion of Jesus. In doing so the church
has eroded its foundation and lost its
way.

Compassionate Christ
demanded change
Ron E. Cody
Spectator Opinion Editor
While it is true that Christ was/is a
man of compassion, ministering to
sinners and healing the sick, even going
so far as to touch lepers,hehada greater
purpose; he called us to change. It is
this call to change that is at issuehere.
When Christ told the crowd that was
about to stone theadulteress "Lethe who
is without sin throw out the first stone,"
he showed compassion for theadulteress,
but it was his next statement to the
adulteress that was the key: "Goand sin
nomore."
We forget that, although Christ ministered to sinners,he demanded change,
he demanded that they forsake their old
livesand begin new ones.
According to the Bible,homosexuality
is detestable in the sight ofGod. Homosexuality is sexual immorality and
Christians are not to tolerate sexual immorality amoung thebrethren. They are
to expell the brother until he repents of
his sin and changes his life. Bishop
Wuerl is being generous in allowing the
homosexuals to attend Mass and still
persist in their homosexual lifestyles.
Bishop Wuerl is just in forbidding them
to conduct official assemblies. Toallow
their assemblies is similar to endorsing
the group's sexual practices as being
acceptable to God.
Minister to them yes, they need
compassion like all of God's people;
endorsing their homosexuality is a

USA

USSR

boviet/American relations

begin with the people
Ron E. Cody

Spectator Opinion Editor

"It seems to me that Soviet and
American journalists don't write enough
human interest stories: they prefer to
focus on negative aspects instead. They
must writemore about thingspromoting
mutual respect, not antagonism." -Anna
Ambartsumiants
I've hardly gotten started and already I
have learned something from a Soviet;
change from my normal style
and thus I
of criticism this week and promote a
little good will.
I
had the chance topreview the articles
written by the students from Tashkent
University and Imade some interesting
observations about their life in the
USSR thatInever knew.
Inoticed that their concept of what is
good and right is none too different from
ours. Inoticed that some of their
concerns are much like ours. Inoticed
that their lifestyles are similar. And, I
noticed that they are allowed to voice an
opinion different from that of the
establishment, in this case the

express their concerns inprint.
Youngpeople there find it diffecult to
start out inlife. There is the problem of
appropriate housing. Thereare problems
with employment during school to help
meet expenses. There are continuing
issues debated by student organizations
and theadministration on student needs.
There is even a problem with substance
abuse and controlling over-zealous
student partiers.
I
am not blind to the fact that there arc
majoridcalogicaldifferencesbetween the
United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics. Iam not
so naive as to think that all we have to
say to each other is 'Hey, let's be
friends!' and everything will be peach
pie.
I do believe that we don't allow
ourselves to think of Soviet citizens as
people with the same concerns, the same
hurts, the same joys and the same
pleasures as Americans. As long as we
don't see Soviets as people who live and
love like we do, we will find it easier to
think of them as the enemy and harder
to think of themas brothers.

Analysis
University. (I also noticed that they
don't pay tuition, missing out on one of
the joysof life.)
Three students from Tashkent
commented on the the enmity between
the first and second worlds and on the
problems facing the third world,and they
presented some possible solutions. I
saw in their responses many of the same
ideas Ihave heard from concerned
Americans. Isee the same understanding
of human nature. Isee the same desire
for peace and understanding. Like many
Americans, Anna sees that the solution
lies in the continuing development of
relationships between the Soviet and
American peoples.
If American and Soviet citizens
become friends, there will be a lotmore
desire to force the two governmentsinto
civility. Ultimately, people do control
the government, if the will is strong
enough.
In the piece "Tashkent students talk
about their problems," we can see, with
a few adjustments made for societal
differences, that they have many of the
same concerns and struggles that we do.
We also see that they are allowed to

Let's keep government out of the
picture when we consider the Soviet
Union. Although it is governmentsand
the style of government that maintains
the rift between the two nations,
ultimately it is the nation that each
government is representing. If something is in the best interest of a nation,
it is the government'sjob to do it.
There are many methods with which
to do this, and some are better than
others. War belongs to one of the
"others". Convincing each other that we
are no threat to their way of life is
definately one of thebetter ways. The
more the people establish a relationship
with each other, the more the governments will be forced to follow along.
Not all Soviets arc anti-American,and
not all Americans are anti-Soviet, and
there wouldbe alot less ofeach if there
weremore understanding of the other.
Involving ourselves in a relationship
with Tashkent University is one of the
best things this university has done. I
hope the interest and desire to communicate and understand continues to
grow. Only good can come of it.
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Letters to the editor

Schnell's resignation lamented

Students, staff
must speak out
Letter to the Editor:
Even though Iam not a student in the
Alcohol Studies program and do not
know Dr. Jerome Schnell personally, I
was moved to sadness and frustration by
his public letter of resignation in the
April 22issue of the Spectator.
As a student who often feels
"voiceless," it was especially painful to
read Dr. Schnell's frustration at not
beinng able to "speak for the interests of
the students." If the director of one of the
best program on campus feels that his
resignation is the only way he can
communicate with the administration,it
is a very sad commentary on the
condition ofour university.
A university should be a place where
communication and exchange of opinions andideas on all topics is encouraged
and allowed to flourish. When we cease
talking to each other, we beginby losing
talented students; will we end by losing
our talented faculty, too?
If this act is not recognized by our
administration recognizedin deed, not
just in word then it seems that radical
action on the part of students and faculty
is necessary to open the possibility of
communication. Individually, wecan be
discounted;together, our voice willbe so
loud it will be impossible to ignore.
Let us write to our presidentexpressing our views; let us flood that office
with our voice! AsDr. Schnell wrote, let
usbe as "concerned about justice or lack
of justice on this campus" as we are with
preparing for our careers.
All of us students, staff are a
community. If we do not support each
other, if we are not willing to join our
voices in a loud cry for the justice we
believe in, we can expect nothing else
than to be ignored.

--

--

--

--

Liz Fountain
SU student

and is in doubt
tdministration'
s

t ter

to the Editor:

The announced resignation plans of
Jerome Schnell represent a greatloss
to Seattle University. As much as Ihate
to say nice things behind someone's
back, much of the credit for the success
of the SU Alcohol Studies Program
must go to this man.
In a manner consistent with the
quality and depth of his predecessor.
Father James Royce, Jerry took to the
as director of this program and
arged ahead. Today the SU program is
onsidered by many to be the
Yale/Rutgers University of the west."
n his characteristic, humble and disiplined style of leadership Jerry has
ourted and recruited high caliber
professionals for faculty and staff.
Working together as a team these people
have developed an exciting and challenging learning environment
With the Spectator's headlines we have
learned of yet another attribute of this
individual: Jerry Schnell's integrity. It
seems that Jerry is not willing to
compromise the "principles of true
"higher education. The easy step for
Jerry to take would be to turn his head
and ignore the unique considerations of

.

isins

certificate students in Alcohol Studies.
Prior to last week my respect for the
SU administration would not have
allowed me to imagine a need for Jerry's
protest. Now Iam not sure where the
administration stands and Iam making
inquiries to find out. Does the SU
administration value the Alcohol Studies
Program? Why the poor lines of
communication? Is it anactual matter of
policy that program decisions are made
without input from program directors? I
have aninvestment in this program and I
wish to know some answers.
Like many students in SU Alcohol
Studies my first contact with SU was
Jerry Schnell. Iasked Jerry why a
prospective certificate student such as
myself would want to go to SU rather
than attending one of the area
community college programs (at much
less cost). His response pointed me to
the breadth and depth of SU, to the
various lecture and workshop
opportunities, etc. Most important to me
was that he demonstrated faculty
accessebility and personal attention.
Suddenly, all of this is seriously
threatened. What is to become of this
unmeasurable resource, an academic
experience unmatched anywhere? My
hope and prayer is that the SU
administration and Dr. Schnell can sit
down together and find solutions to
workable problems (or opportunities?).
The cost of not doing so is much too
high not simply for students, but for
this fine university and surrounding

—

region.

Nuclear Free Zone effort
dropped, still supported
Letter to the Editor:
Last year, with the help of the
Associated Students of Seattle Univers
ity, we collected 1,100 signatures from
students, faculty, staff andadministrator:
to declare the campus of Seattle
University anuclear WeaponsFree Zone
Our intention was to have Fr. Sullivar
ask the Board of Trustees to publicall)
make this declaration as a protest againsi
the nuclear policies of the two majo
powers. This peace protest was inspirec
by declarations of Nuclear WeaponsFra
Zones of over 200 cities in the world
including London, Vancouver, B.C., an<
many in the United States. The countrj
of New Zealand had courageously mad<
this declaration against the protests o
the United States State Department.
We have decided to drop the Seattl
University Nuclear Weapons Free Zon
effort. Fr.Sullivan clearly indicated to u
that he thought it was a bad idea
Although there was support among th<
faculty from the College of Arts an<

Science assembly, there was also
resistance. We wish to thank all who
helped with their signatures and
encouragement.

The nuclear Weapons Free Zone
movement, in this and in other
countries, has diminished while other
peace movements have taken its place.
The Nuclear Freeze Movement, the
Plowshares Movement, Resist Trident,
Ground Zero, Pax Christi, the Russian
Citizens Peace Movement, and many
others press to change the course of the
homocidal and suicidal actions of the
governments of these two nations.
Although we will no longer press the
declaration of SU a Free Zone, we
continue to non-vilolently protest.
We invite you to join our Peace
Prayer Vigil each Wednesday just before
noon on the mall, northwest of the SU
Book Store.
The Coalition
Concern.

For

Human

An experiment in scientific
whale extinction
Ron E. Cody
Spectator Opinion Editor
Three weeks ago Japan announced it
would continue to hunt whales for
"scientific purposes." After being pressured to halt the commercial hunting of

discover about whales. It says the
research will prove that whales are not
endangered.
Ithink someone ought to notify Doug
Henning, the world-renowned magician,
and tell him that the Japanese are going
to one-up him by sampling whales at a

Opinion

David Watson
SU transient student

Can the Holy
Spirit work
outside Rome?

whales by the International Whaling
Commission Japan decided to use the
scientific research clause to continue
whale hunting.
With a plan to take 875 whales for
research purposes in the coming year,
one wonders what Japan hopes to

rate of 875 per year while showing the

are notendangered.
The only scientific data the Japanes
are going to be able to collect is ho\
long ittakes whales to be exterminated.
Save the whales, harpoon the captaii
ofa whaling ship!

Letter to the Editor:
Your April 15 "America at Odds with
Rome..." is an eloquent, albeit arrogant,
defense of the "authority of Rome." It
leaves me reeling! (I hopemy Protestant,
Jewish, Moslem, Hindu, Buddhists and
non-churchy students andcolleagues were
merely amused.)
Shouldn't Seattle University close
down the philosophy and theology
departments and save some money? If it's
only "priests in Rome" who have the
answers, as you say then wouldn't it
be considerably cheaper for our students
just to plug our classrooms in to the
latest Vatican programming?
Idon't understand why you would
want to pay so much tuition to train the
mind to think clearly and correctly, if
you're not free to use it in the end. Just
"acquiesce to the authority ofRome." (It
even sounds un-American to me. But
then maybe not ~ we acquiesce to the
authority of a White House quitereadily
too.)
"Holy" means "set apart," you say.
More like "out of it," Isay. Is thereno
such thing as loving dissent? Isn't the
Holy Spirit working anywhere outside
Rome? Isn't the pope supposed to be
rather the voice of what God is saying in
sincere minds and hearts everywhere?
Then we have to let him hear it,
hopefully without fear.

--

Dick Sherburne, S.J.
Theology/Religious Studies Department
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School is home for 20,000

Editor's note: The following
articles and photographs are
from students at Tashkent State
University in the Soviet Union.
All material in this special
section of the Spectator was
written and translated by Tashkent students.

Tashkent is one of Seattle's 22
sister-cities.
It is one of the
oldest and 10-most populated
cities in the USSR. It is situated
in Central Asian USSR, north of
the Afghani border.
The idea of this section is to
create a cultural exchange between the two universities. In
May the Spectator will supply
the newspaper at Tashkent University with material from the
Spectator staff and Journalism
students. The material will also
bepublished in aMay issue of the
Spectator.
Tashkent State University was
founded in 1920 under a Soviet
government decree which Lenin
himself had signed. That is why
the university also bears the
name of the founder of the Soviet
state.
It was the first higher educational establishment in the
Soviet East. Prominent scientists from Russia went there to
teach its students. A special train
was dispatched from Moscow
with equipment and textbooks

for the new university.
Today, Tashkent University
has 15 faculties, with about
20,000 students attending its
full-time, evening and correspondence departments. They are
trained in 25 specialties with
instruction conducted in Russian
and Uzbek. Among its teaching
staff are 18 full members and
corresponding members of the
Academy of Sciences of the

Uzbek SSR, 108 professors and
doctors of science, about a
thousand assistant professors
and candidates of science.
The university has a
computing center and wellstocked library. It is known for
its schools of economics,

chemistry, geology, mineralogy,
mathematics and desert and

mountain region studies.
Women account for 43 percent

of the university students and
more than 70 per cent of the
students of the full-time
department receive state
stipends; 24 receive special
scholarships which are from 2 to
2.5 times higher than the usual
ones.
Instruction at Tashkent University, just as at all other Soviet
higher educational establishments, is free of charge. ;

Tashkent State University has an enrollment over 20,000 including many international
I
students.

Soviet student keeps busy

By Alexander Nikonenko

Tashkent University
Alexander Nikonenko is a
correspondent for the Tashkent
University newspaper.
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Sadriddin was sleepy that day,
as is usually the case with him
during winter examinations. He
read reviews of 19th-century
Russian literature until the
small hours for his last exam,
perhaps, the most difficult in the
department of journalism second
year. Whenhe went to bed at the
end of his tether, he put his books
and notebooks under his pillow
to guarantee success, in keeping
with students' superstitious
custom.
He would have overslept in the
morning but for Louai Marzena,
his roomate from Iraq, who
mercilessly tore his blanket
away. Sadriddin woke up to the
hustle and bustle of the student
dorm, shaved in a jiffy and
rushed for the university,
chewing apples sent from home
as he ran; no time for a breakfast. He prayed under his breath
that the professor, an admirer of
Dostoyevsky, ask him about
anything but his favorite author.
He was lucky, and got excellent
marks: a rare victory. He most
often makes do with "good"
marks.
Sadriddin comes from Tasmachi village, Navoi Region in

Uzbekistan. His father is an
accountant at a wine-growing
state farm and has 11 children.
Sadriddin is the fifth.
He was a sweet, diligent child
and always took care of his little
brothers and sisters. When he
went to school he worked during
his summer holidays, harvesting
fruit and grapes.
His life is not a bed of roses.

Though he receives his monthly
student grants as a good student,
40 roubles a month (about $70)
can't be called a sum.His parents
don't send him much money, so
he contributes to newspapers as
often as he can not as often as
he would like, a greenhorn like
him. He is as poor as a church
mouse on some days. Then his
elder brother comes to the rescue.

—

Sadridden Suyarov is from Tasmachi village, Navoi
Region and studies at the university.

He has a steady incume as he

combines his studies at the
Tashkent Textile Institute with
factory work.
Sadriddin is lucky with his
room, as he shares it with one
boy only, while many live three
or four in a room. The rents are
negligible, about two roubles a
month. The hostel cafeteria
provides decent catering for
about two roubles a day.
Sadriddin is not quite happy
about the food, though, especially
because he would like more meat.
But he finds consolation in the
saying that the thinner the waist
the longer the life.
Sometimes, students have
feasts, when they club together to
buy everything for a pilaff and
cook it on their own, or when
somebody gets a parcel from
home, food and clothes are
pooled in the dorm, so Sadriddin,
with his modest wardrobe, looks
well-dressed and sometimes
appears at the university in a
chic jacket or pants.
"As to entertainments, Iearn
enough at home during summer
holidays. I make about 500
roubles in two months at fruit
and wine harvests," he says.
Now, for his student routine.
The classes start at 9 a.m. and
finish at 2 p.m. After that,
Sadriddin is free to do whatever
he likes. He prefers to work at the
university library reading-room,
attracted by the quiet. What with
his newspaper work, he hasn't
any free time to speak of.
Miraculously, he frequents the
student club and discos with his
girl.

******

StateUniversity

Union oversees dorms, activities
There are two elective trade
union committees at Tashkent
University, one for teachers and
the other for students. We
(Tashkent University newspaper)

Organizing

which is situated in the country
and has three cottages for 60
students and tents for 150
students. Still, it is not large
enough to accommodate all who

student life

present a story on the student
union by Salimbetov, a fifthyear student
By Shukhrat Salimbetov
Tashkent University

There are more than 8,600
full-time students at the
university. Almost all of them
are members of our union
(students from the evening and
correspondence departments
join the trade union at their
place of work). The dues are very
low --20 copecks a month (about
30 American cents) for those who
receive stipends and 5 copecks a
month for the rest.
One of the union's duties is to
organize leisure activities for
young people. The university has
a Palace of Culture, a discotheque, a students' theater and
music, dance and other clubs.
Every year our union allocates
8,000 rubles for cultural
purposes.
Some 5,000 rubles a year are
spent on sports. The university
has a sports camp of its own,

want to spend their holidays
there.
We have convinced the rector
that the camp has to be enlarged,
and a new seven-story building
for 200 students is under
construction there today.
Until it is built the trade union
committee will have to decide on
who to send to camp. A
fortnight's stay there costs a
student seven rubles, a 70 percent
discount.
The university dormitory can

Soviet spas. One in every five
vouchers is free, while the rest
are at a 70 percent discount.
Students from low-income
families receive benefits from a
special fund to which the union
contributes 3,000 rubles every
year. They receive an amount
equal to an average stipend once
or twice a year. We are trying to
provide such students with an
opportunity to earn money. We
keep in touch with the rectorate
and whenever it has a vacancy it
offers it to them. Several
hundred students are carrying
out research on the basis of
agreements concluded between

the university and
enterprise.

industrial

We also turn to different city
organizations most of which,
however, won't take part-time
workers. Nonetheless, we've
found Jobs for several students at
an electronic computer center.
Students can work and earn
money during their summer
holidays. They set up teams anj
conclude agreements with
various firms. Last year there
were 1,400 students from
Tashkent University on such
teams. Each of them earned from
300 to 1,000 rubles a month.

accommodate 3,660 students,
and we have received requests

from 5,700. Who do we choose?
Students from families with low
incomes receive accommodation
ahead of others.
Students in need of medical
treatment also turn to the union
for vouchers to the university's
weekend health center. Every
fifth student of the 1,800 who
went there last year received
vouchers free, while the rest paid
15 rubles and 30 copecks, or
one-third of the actual cost.
Apart from that, the Uzbek
Trade Union Council provides us
with vouchers to Uzbek andother

Students play and listen to music in the Tashkent
,
Theatre.

Youths discuss future issues
By Vladimir Mlzhiritsky

Tashkent University

"What do you think the world
will be like in 2010? What
should be done to promote peace
on earth? What's your opinionof
the present relations between the
USSR and the USA and of the
problems facing the Third
World?"
These are the questions
Tashkent University's Newsletter addressed to its student.
Here are the answers of some of
them
Ilya Chernyavsky, a third-

disarmament plan and it will be
very wise of the US government
to support our proposals.
"The present Soviet-American
relations cannot yet be called
friendly but there are examples
proving that they might become
warmer. Thus a new cafe,
'Seattle,' has recently opened in
Tashkent. It's hard to believe
that not long ago Tashkent
residents would be surprised to
find out that a local cafe was
named after an American city.
Now a growing number of Seattle
citizens come to Tashkent, and
Tashkent citizens visit Seattle.

year 2010
Thoughts

year student at the physical
department:
"I amsure that by the year 2010
humanity will solve the problem
of using thermonuclear energy,
create reliable and safe reactors
and thus prevent power shortages
and atmospheric pollution,
obviously, some technological
processes will be moved to
orbital laboratories.
"Physicists have played a
tremendous role in the development of the latest weapons.They
were the first to let a nuclear
genie out of the bottle. Now it's
their duty to persuade their
countries' governments to reduce
nuclear stockpiles or, better, to
eliminate them completely. This
is where Soviet and American
scientists must join efforts. It
seems to me that if our two
countries come to terms despite
the existing differences, peace
will be secured. Our government
has put forward a reasonable

on

the

This exchange shows that the
American and Soviet people can
get along fine.
"I think we ought to promote
such sisterly relationship between our two countires' cities,
involving as many of them as
possible.
"The Third World faces a
serious task of catching up with
advanced Western and Eastern
countries and enter the third
millenium as an equal member
of international community. If
in 2010 some people enjoy all the
advantages of civilization and
other nations go on living in
cabins and being undernourished, our world will remain
as divided and contradictory as it
is now. That's why developing
countries should beaided but not
through eternal debts, the way it
is now."
Adelia Koneyeva, a fourthyear student at the life and soil
science department:

"1 specialized in genetic engineering and Ihave my own idea
of the future. Of course, our
technology will make great
progress in25 years time; there is
no doubt it.The main question is
whether man is going to change,
too. He is far from being perfect
as yet and he does not seem to
change for the better. World
religions and philosophical
systems cannot yet boast of any
significant advance in the field.
Like his forebears, man steals,
hurts others, tends to cheat his
neighbor, etc. Genetic engineering might be able to find
ways of eliminating many
diseases and correcting man's
defects. It's high time, you know.
Ihope that no eccentrics or
madmen will get hold of the ides
put forward by genetic engineers.
If they do they might cause a real
disaster. That's why international control in this field is
so essential today.
"All people must cooperate to
secure a lasting peace. Every
person should realize that peace
depends on his personal effort, as
Samantha Smith brilliantly
proved. The USSR and USA could
set an example of good will if
they started to disarm. If our two
countries do this others are sure
to join in.
"American and Soviet citizens
must meet more often and bring
up their children to respect the
other side. As for me personally,
Iwould like to meet with US
students specializing in the same
science and learn more about the
education routine at the US
universities
Anna Ambartsumiants, a
second-year student at the
journalism department:
"My college mates spoke about
the future world full of high

Left to
right:
Ilya
Chernyavsky;
Adelia
Koneyeva;

Anna
Ambaratsumiants.

technology and science capable
of changing man's genetic
system. Of course, it will be a
world of computers, robots and
other things that would surpass
even the wildest dreams of our
contemporary s-f writers. The
question is: will all that make
people happy?
"A great emphasis in education
is placed on technological

"Our government has put fo]
disarmament plan, and tt wil^
US government to support
Ilya Chernyavsky
subjects and humanities are
pushed into the background. I
wonder who wants all that high
technology if it is controlled by
inhumane people.
"We'll have lasting peace only
when all people regardless of
their nationality and place of
residence think of themselves as
members of one big community.
All the obstacles should be

I Soviet students deal with life's issues
More and more students are
getting married. But the Ministry
of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education is turning a blind
eye to their needs.
Elena Kalugina, a third-year
student at the department of applied mathematics:
Like many of my peers Iwant

office to allow them to establish
a students' design bureau to do
research into flexible automated
management systems.
Students have their representatives on special commissions
which monitor the allocation of
grants.
In a word, student self-

toags gj^tsia®
Faizali Murtazayev and his wife Rano and daughter
Shoira share a dormroom but would like to move to
larger quarters.

Iy

Faizali Murtazayev
ashkent University
aizali Murtazayev is a thirdear student at the department of
A while ago it was traditional
rst to finish your studies, get
stablished and only after that to
larry. Moreover, in Uzbekistan
is the task of parents to find a
air for their for their son or
aughter, negotiate the wedding
Ite and the presents for the

removed to build a big house for
all. Ifully agree with Ilya and
Adelia that the USA and USSR
must cooperate more closely
than they do now. In this respect
friendly contacts between a
growing number of their citizens
are especially important. Why
can't we have a TV bridge
between the universitities of our
two cities, Tashkent and Seattle?

fprward a reasonable
viiy^e very wise of the
-*t our proposals."

"As a future journalist, Iwould
like to emphasize the importance
of the press for establishing
human contacts. It seems to me
that Soviet and American
journalists don't write enough
human interest stories: they
prefer to focus on negative
aspects instead. They must write
more about things promoting out
mutual repects, not antagonism.

Driae

ana

tne

groom.

Students have been shedding
these traditions. Many of them
believe that if you fall in love it is
only for the two of you to decide
when to marry. That's what my
wife Rano and me did. My wife is
a graduate student at the
department of Russian language
and literature. We decided to
marry a year ago. Our daughter,
Shoira, is 10 months old.
At first we rented a flat. But
this proved too costly. We turned
to the trade union committee for
help and it managed to find us a
room in the student's dorm. A
short while ago married couples
were not allowed to live in the
dorm. Iwouldn't say it was a
clever instruction. But now it has
beenrevoked.
So we live in the dorm, paying
only 18 roubles rent a year. We
rented a fridge and a TV set. Our
parents help us out with money.
Though we both receive grants,
they are not enough for a family
of three.
Student families have many
problems. They live in a dorm
with single students who. if not
family-wise, have clashing
interests.
Then, married students need
more money. But they have no
where to earn it. This concerns
above all the students of the
humanities. Of course, there are
summer construction teams but
this is not enough. Married
students need money all yearround.
On May 1this year the Law on
Individual Enterprise will come
into force and we shall have the
opportunity to earn money by
working in the services or
consumer goods production.
Rano Khaidarova. Faizali's

wife:

They say that the rector's office is thinking about giving
married couples a separate dorm.
That'd be fine. But why not set
aside two or three rooms for the
nursery? Every enterprise has a
child care center. Why can't the
university have one too? Now we
pay much money to babysitters.
This financial burden could be
alleviated by the child-care
center.
The university has a first-aid
station, a preventive treatment
resort and a sports base. But they
are all meant for singles. If my
child falls ill Ihave to turn to the
district children's clinic.

more independence. We are not
children. Why can't the folk at
home and the university
understand this? I'm 20. But if I
come home late I'm in for
trouble. Ithought that the situation is different in the dorms. But
no! the superintendent is always
there to pry into student affairs,
watching who visits whom and
when the visitors leave. Students'
dorm councils are constantly at
war with the superintendents.
Sometimes they even manage to
have them dismissed. But the
new ones prove no better than
the old.
Many students, tired of this
life, choose to rent a flat, though
it costs much more they think
they will live there in complete
independence. Nothing of the
kind. My friends rent a flat
where they are harassed by the
landlady: don't do that, don't
take that, don'tbe late. Thesame
old tune.
I mentioned student selfgovernment. The law provides
for students using their
organizations to discuss the
issues of studies, living conditions and recreation. Until
recently, the university authorities did not take us seriously.
The situation is changing in
conditions of democracy. Thus,
the student study and education
commission backed a student
whom the rector's office wanted
to expel. This talented student
was behind due to family difficulties. The commission managed to persuade the rector's
office to let him sit his exams at a
time convenient to him.
Another student organization
the Students' Scientific Society
managed to persuade the rector's

--

government has become more
active but the enthusiasm is
cooled down by the unwillingness of some of the
teaching staff.

Makhmud Abdukhalikov, a
third-year student at the
department of law, member of
the University Komsomol committee:
The reconstruction made us
take a fresh look at youth affairs
which we used to hush. We chose
to overlook growing student
alcoholism, though city sobering-up centers often reported
drunken students. Drink-related
violence was widespread. Many
students avoided disco clubs
because the parties often ended in
a brawl.
The law on fighting drunkenness, limited sales of spirits
and an increase of their prices
have helped remedy the situation. We have also taken other
steps. For example, few dare to
appear drunken at parties for
this can end up in expulsion
from the university.
We are now facing another
problem, and very acute at that
drug abuse. We have learnt that
students often smoke anasha.
Several dozen students have been
fined and some were even tried.
But the militia can hardly
control the situation unaided. So
the student organizations are
helping them. Student members
of the militia-assistance squads
maintain order at parties and
near dorms. We have held several
lectures by drug experts. But,
frankly, there has been little
change for the better.
Iwonder how they combat
drugabuse inUS universities?

-

"like many of my
peers Iwant more
independence.
We are not
children. Why
* can't the folk at
home and the
university
understand this?
I'm 20. But ifI
come home late,
I'm in trouble."

m*^^^mam^W&

-Elena Kalugina
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Sports facilities
can't meet demand
By Vladimir Mizhiritsky
Tashkent University
Vladimir Mizhiritsky is a
correspondent for the Tashkent
University newspaper.

Workouts at the Tashkent
University sports complex go on
all day long. Its three indoor
gyms are provided with
equipment for gymnastics,

weightlifting, wrestling, boxing
and ball games. Outdoor grounds

are designed for soccer,
volleyball, basketball and gymnastics.
But these sports facilities do
not suffice. So the university
has to rent a swimming pool, a
stadium and indoor gyms. It
costs 15,000 rubles annually
even at a 50 percent discount, as
envisaged for Soviet colleges and
universities.
"The money spent on renting of
sports arenas in the last 10 years
would have been enough to build
a swimming pool and a sports
hall," says Anatoly Rivkin, in
charge of physical training at the
university." We repeatedly put

this problem before the
university administration but it
only started tackling the issue a
short time ago."
Within the first four years all
students have to attend PT
classes twice a week and then
take special tests. Another two
hours are alloted to optional
classes. The PT curriculum
includes fundamentals of gymnastics, track-and-field, swimming, shooting and ball games.
"At the university many young
people come to realize that
physical training is no less
important than other subjects,"
notes Rivkin. "It is here that
many students have learned to
swim. Some of them have come
from rural localities where there
are no rivers or lakes."
About 400 students attend 22
special groups to master their
skills in the chosen sport. There
they are coached by our PT
instructors some of whom are
well known all over Uzbekistan.
Yuri Iskhakov, for example,
has groomed quite a few skilled
basketball players. His charges
Grigory Avdeyev and Rashid
Abelyanov made the Soviet
national Junior squad and
became European champions.
Makharbek Khadartsev, coached
by Avder Mustafayev, won the
European and world Junior titles
in freestyle wrestling.

Students play basketball in a gym at Tashkent University.

"A TOAST TO THE y
CLASS OF '87"
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ALL GRADUATING SENIORS, You are invited
to a reception in your honor.
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Wednesday, May 6th

Commuter Student Lounge
nd fl°° r °f Chieftain

® uv featured guest v/ill be Famous Seattle comedienne:

PEGGY
PT ATT

Prizes arc contributed by local Seattle businesses. Please bring a valid photo ID.
Sponsored by the Senior Challenge Committee, Anne licinrichs, Chair.
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Arts/Entertainment

Professor loves challenges, painting
By Vilma J. Tennery
Spectator Reporter

Dressed in black with short, cropped
hair to match, the youthful instructor
looks like she could be a student on her
way to class.
Pat DeCaro's role in the art world
progressed because she loves art,
challenges and is goaloriented.
"I always knew Ihad a rolein the arts
the question was which one." said
DeCaro, Seattle University's assistant
professor of fine arts. DeCaro found her
calling in oil painting because "I always
did everything in the arts well, until I
tried painting. My personality worked
well with the challengepainting offered,"
she said.
"You can't make a living as an artist
unless you really love art and are willing
to accept a meager living," DeCaro said.
"For anything you do, you pay the
price," sheadded.
The Temple University art major
receivedher degree from the Philadelphia
college in 1973 and worked at several
jobs there before moving to Seattle in
1980.
DeCaro worked at jobsincluding substitute teaching, asa display manager and
working on Sunbeam, a newspaper in
New Jersey. While it was interesting to
work in advertising as production
coordinator for the newspaper, and she
was challengedby hard work and long
hours asdisplay manager at Bambergcr's
department store, DeCaro Feels the jobs
slowed her art career. "The jobs took me
off track for a couple of years. Idecided
time was more important than money."
After applying toand being accepted at
several graduate schools, the goaloriented DeCaro "chose location over
school," and headed West to Seattle and
the University of Washington out of a
desire, "to see other parts of the
country." DeCaro received her master's
degreein 1982.
Hired as a part-time instructor to
replace Val Laigo in 1986, the professor

—

of fine arts retained full-time status in
the fall of that year when health reasons
preventedLaigo from returning.
This quarter DeCaro teaches art
appreciation, advanced painting and
graphic design.
"Art is another way of creative
thinking or visual problem solving,"
saidDeCaro. "Anyone can learn how to
draw or paint. You don't need skill or
talent. A desire is the key in learning.
While talent makes drawing or painting
easier,if you don'thave the will to learn,
all the talent in the world won't help,"
she said.
"Teaching what you know andlove to
students and watching them respond to
ideas is very satisfying," DeCaro said.
Expending 100percent energy into some
students who "just want a grade to fulfill
a requirement is disturbing," sheadded.
Some examples of art work by
students will be on display in the
StimsonRoom of the library from May
18 through 24. The show is open to the
public from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
DeCaro's busy schedule leaves little
free time. She received a commission
from the Puyallup School District for
two paintings to be completed by this
fall. This project required researching
Indian mythology and the Puyallup
Indian tribes.
Besides the Puyallup commission,
DeCaro's plans include working on a
series of paintings for her upcoming
show May 7 through June 3 at the
Hundredwaters Gallery in Bcllto^p.on[
First Avenue.
The artist describes her work as
metaphoric imagery. The oil paintings
on canvas and paper are very large with
brilliant colors. Shapes and forms are
recognizable but become simplified inan
abstract way,explainedDeCaro.
Most of her ideas arc triggered by
memories, said the artist. She takes
these images into a personal contextand
tries to convey a story using painting as
narrative for the viewer to question.
go after
"When Iget hooked onan idea,I
it and become obsessive about my

Pat DeCaro, an art instructor at SU, has an art show opening May 7
at the Hundredwaters Gallery in Belltown on First Avenue.
work, she said.
While conducting this interview,acall
brought good news of a sale of one of
DeCaro's paintings, entitled "Departure,"
to the University hospital. DeCaro said,
"Art has been a part of my life for 16
years and now things arc just starting to
jell."
Contrasting the east coast's way of
thinking to Seattle's, she describes where
shegrewup as fast-paced with aggressive
people who are clear about their needs
and directions. Seattle's new resident
artist said, "Making friends iseasier here

"

Because "peddle are lesVafraid"ahd more
open." Laughing, she added, "I'm always
bumping into people walking on the
streets because I'm never sure whether
they're going left or right."
The busy instructor laughed when
asked about future plans and responded,
"I just hope to make it through the
quarter. They say your first year
teaching is the hardest. But I'm looking
forward to a summer workshop in Italy.
As my uncle used to say, 'If you want to
eat, you have to work. And with that
statement, she did just that.

v

1

Hawaiian Luau packs in over 450 faculty, students and parents
Family and friends of club members
traveled from Hawaii andother states to
attend the luau.
"It's terrific," said Anna Ebat of
Seattle. Ebat is the aunt of SU student
Reid Nabarrete. Nabarette's parents,
■m

■■

Rose and Al, came from Oahu, Hawaii

along witha sister-in-law from Texas.
The Hawaiian Club alsoheld araffle
for two round trip tickets to Hawaii.
Laryn Anderson was the winner of the
tickets along withaccomodations.
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In Search for Spectator
Editor-in-Chief
'"Applications arenow being sought for editor-in-chief of the Spectator
for the 1987-88 academic year. Theeditor receives up toa full tuition scholarship.;

* Applicants should
Hawaiian Club members sell tickets for their 26th annual luau.
Campion Ballroom was packed last
Saturday night for the 26th annual
Hawaiian Luau.
"Mo'olelo O Na Pae Aina (Traditions
of the Islands)" was the theme for the
luau sponsored by the Hui O Nani
Hawaiian Club.
An SU tradition, the luau lures
faculty, students and parents to feast on

traditional Hawaiian foods such as poi
(taro root),lomi lomi salmon and haupia
(coconut pudding).

More than 450people wereentertained
with ancient chants such asPui KaIlima
and modern dances such as Alekoki and
Aia Ka Maui with Hawaiian music.
Students and staff weren't the only
ones attracted to the annual event.

submit:

j
j
|

1) a letter of applicationexplaining their interest.
2) a complete resume,including threereferences andcumulative GPA.
3) a portfolio of previous journalistic writing/editing work.

!

*The application is due byMay 4.

]

*A description of responsibilities of the editor is posted at the adviser's
office.

!
!

Send to: Spectator Editor Search Committee
c/o Department of Journalism
Seattle University
Seattle, Wa., 98122
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'Kangaroo' is a sleeper about sex and politics
By Lisa Banks

Spectator Arts &Entertainment Editor

"Kangaroo," an Australian film
adapted from the novel by D.H.
Lawrence, offers an hour-and-a-half of
boredom andaburied message.
Having seen few Australian films
before, Iwasn't quite sure what to
expect Ifigured it would at least have a
good story and some decent photography.
I
was disappointed onboth counts.
"Kangaroo" is set in England and
Australia during WWI. Richard Somers
(Colin Friels), a writer, and his wife
Harriet (Judy Davis) move to Australia
after a run-in with the authorities in
England. Richard, who apparently
provoked officials with his articles on
and sex, is also aconscientious

iltcs

Richard and Harriet look forward to
iking a new start in this beautiful
untry. But they adopt differing
itudes toward their new home. Harriet
joys their new home and their friendly
ighbors, Jack (John Walton) andVicki
lcott (Julie Nihill). But themore she
exposed to the Calcotts' playful
remaking the more she misses that in
r own life. Richard simply becomes
more and more withdrawn and is disgusted with the Calcotts lack of
1

As the film progresses we learn that
Jack is attracted to Harriet. He even

jokingly suggests wife-swapping at one
point. Richard alsobecomes attracted to
Vicki but it never goes farther than a
passionate kiss.
The Calcotts are not typical
neighbors. Jack is involved in a paramilitary organization called the Diggers,
a term referring to soldiers recently
returned from war. The group has
formed a secret army and plans to
overtake the current government, crush
the unions and install Kangaroo (Hugh
Keays-Byme) as their leader.
Kangaroo is the strangest character of
all. Atone point Jack invites Richard to
meet him. Kangaroo, familiar with
Richard's writings, tries to recruit him
to be a spokesman for his movement.
Richard doesn't make any definite
commitment, however.
The political crisis culminates in a
violent incident in which Kangaroo and
his men start a riot during a Socialist
meeting that Richard and Jack are
attending. Jack kills several men and
Kangaroo is shot.
As Kangaroo lies dying, he asks to
speak to Richard. Kangaroo pleads with
Richard to swear his loyalty and love to
him. This scene comes off more
humorous than anything else, as
Kangaroo seems to want more than just
Richard's loyalty.
In the end,Richard and Harriet leave
Australia, vowing to return again
someday.
The story has potential but it's buried

Hugh Keays Byrne tells Judy Davis his plans for overthrowing
the young Australian government in "Kangaroo."
beneath long silences, a slow-moving
plot and vague attempts at drawing out
some kind of meaning. Director Tim
Burstall seemed to be trying to convey
something about how men desire power
in politics and how this is carried over
into their personal lives. These two
themes are played against each other
throughout the film.
Judy Davis did a good job with the
role of Harriet Somers. The rest of the
acting was on the mediocre side. I
thought Hugh Keays-Byrne was
ridiculous in therole of Kangaroobut it
was probably more the role than the
actor.

Animators bring life to objects
By Lisa Willis
Specator Reporter

Where can you see lamps playing ball,
women fleeing letters, raisins dancing
and dragons torching birds? The Festival
of Animation at the University of
Washington.
One of the purposes for entertainment
is to forget your problems for a while.
What better way to loose yourself than
in worlds that don'texist?
Animation has become popular in the
United States, proving this, the festival
played to a packed house on opening
night.
My personal favorite section was the
"Computer Animation Tribute" which
included several comercials and show
openings suchas "Amazing Stories."
It also featured "Luxo Jr.," a short
story about two desk lamps. Luxo Jr. is
the smaller of the two who is childlike
and plays with.rubber balls. It facinates
me how the creators have given life to
inanimate objects. Iwould haveliked to
have seen more of this and less of some
of thehand drawn shorts.
Computers are the wave of the future
andafter seeing this art form Isay bravo!
Ialso liked the commercial medly

NOTICE
The notebooks of ethical cases from
Father Kohls' winter quarter course can
be picked up at his office, Marian 116,
10 a.m. -11 a.m. daily, 2 p.m. 3
p.m.Monday and Wednesday and other
times by appointment. Call through
university
operator or Loyola Hall
"

.

ao/iq
~.«
6B4B.
receptionist
v

particularly because it included the
"California Raisins" (which got a real

roar from the crowd) and the Domino's
Pizza "Noid." These creations are made
by Claymation, a lenghty process
incorporating clay figures and cinamatography.
The cutest award definately goes to
"Snookles," a three minute short with a
suprise ending. Snookles is a playful
baby dragon who is said to be the '80s
version of Bambi. Ifound this personality even more likable than the
famous fawn.
Each selection had a flair to it's style
or content. A couple of the productions
seemed to have hidden meanings that
were lost ("Elephantrio" and "The
Charactors"). Theentire 16 wereindeed
hard to sit through and Iwas mentally
exhausted by the end. However, Ifelt
relaxed for the drive home and would go
see it again.
So break from the spring sun routine
and step inside to see creativity from
around the world at the 4th Annual
Festival of Animation. It plays through
May 1 at Kane Hall on the University of
Washington campus. For further information call 991-5055.

By Carrie Hunkapiller
Spectator Reporter
Are you lookingfor a wonderfulplace
to eat whenGrandma and Grandpa visit
this summer? Or an elegant restaurant

for after graduation?
Triples, a relaxing restaurant overlooking Lake Union, may be just the
place.
I
have visited Triples twice for lunch
and both times the food was delicious
and the service great.
The first time Ienjoyed the salad and
honey-mustard dressing which had a
sweet yet sour taste. It was served with
hot sourdough bread. The fettucine was
covered witharich sourcream sauce and
bits of ham to enhance the flavor.
The second time Ivisited Triples, I
had fresh vegetables and salmon. The
vegetables were uniquely prepared and
quite tasty. Peas, tomatoes and fresh
green beans were served with a creamy
mayonaise sauce. The'main course was
fresh baked salmon and broccoli. Again,
freshbread wasserved.
"Some of our most popular dishes are
the fresh fish. We receive the fish fresh
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"It's a great restaurant,nice, but cozy.
It wouldbe a place to take out of town
visitors," Schetky said.
Although the food at Triples is good,
the two most attractive features are the
service and the view.
The view is gorgeous. Triples overlooks Lake Union, and on sunny days,
the water looks like glass and the
mountains enhance the view.
The service was amazing both times I
went to Triples. The waiters were
prompt in bringing coffee and water
refills and in clearing the dishes.
Triples is open Monday through
Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
lunch and from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. for
dinner. A pub lunch is served Monday
through Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the bar.
Triples is also open Saturdays from 5
p.m. to 11 p.m. and Sundays from 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. Dinners range from

"New Faces,New Music & A new Show on Broadway"

'■ /x/
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daily," said Triples' hostess Linda
Schetky.
The meals are served withachoice of
potatoes or rice, she said. The salad is
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of the beauty of Australia with the
exception of one erotic scene where
Richard and Harriet make love on the
beach.
The lighting is particularly annoying.
The indoor scenes are extremely dark,
alternating with extremely bright outdoor
scenes. This flashbulb effect continues
throughout the film, making it very hard
to watch.
"Kangaroo" isareal sleeper. Although
it does have a few cute or humorous
moments, I
wouldn't recommend it.
"Kangaroo"opensMay 1at the Guild

Lake Union's Triples offers delicious
fish, great service, attractive view
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The photography does not show much
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lets you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose, w
you can use the latest, most advanced fl
software. Andthat means youobe able
X
to work faster, better and smarter.
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No two ways about it.
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Please contact Michael Swenson, Apple student
representative, in Barman computer lab MondayThursday, 10:00-Noon for pricing and ordering
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To get ahead in college, it helps if comes witheither twobuilt-in 800K
» you choose a brlant roommate.Like a drives, or one driveand an internal
now 20-megab>te hard disk. As well as a
8 Macintoslfpersonal computer. And
of two new keyboards.
S there are two models to choose from, choiceInside,
the SE also has an expanw
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
8 withone800Kdisk drive andaMmega- sionslot,so youcan add a card thatlets
N byte of memory(expandable to four), you share information over a campusx
And the newMacintosh SE. Which widenetwork.Or another cardthat
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Thomas More said shortly before his untimelydemise 'Thereis
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Mark Tuohy bounces back
Tennis player relearns game
after injury to dominant hand
It would be a difficult, painful experience for a man actively involved in
activities as flying airplanes, scuba
/ing and playing basketball, to lose a

f:h

And to have that man be able to say,
years later, that the greatest
gratification hehas experiencedhas been
weil, you
in helping other people
begin to understand whathe isabout.
l

...

This Week
Andrea

ffoulier

Mark Tuohy, a 33-year-old returning
student and tennis player, had his life
drastically changed when, in 1981, his
left handwas crushed in what was termed
"an industrial injury." Talented, athletic
and left-handed, Tuohy had played the
piano and guitar and won physical fitness
awards in high school and the Army.
Enlisting as a buck private, Tuohy
was acaptain when he left active service
in 1980. After starting work at a lumber
mill, Tuohy enrolled at Seattle University. "I wasin my second quarterhere
(at SU) when Igot hurt. Ittook me two
years to figure out what happened."
Toohy's life was altered emotionally
as well as physically. "It was psychologically devastating. Iwent through 11
surgeries, three to six months apart," he
stated. "I contracted 'carpal tunnel' in
my right hand. After the accident Ihad
to use my right hand for everything and
it began to be numb and fall asleep
because of a severly pinched nerve. I
still have the scar from that surgery."

"I also went through a number of
social readjustments," Tuohy remarked.
"Ihadbeen very outgoing, my hands had
always been in front of me. Ibecame
introverted;I
wouldbeuncomfortable in
public places."
"I suddenly found out I wasn't
indestructible andIfelt very dispensible.
It took a lot of struggle to get through
that my wife helped me alot."
Financial difficulties contributed to
what had quickly become an ordeal.
From $30,000 plus a year, Tuohy's
income dropped to 1/3 of that when he
was put on an adjusted work schedule.
Married, with a family of five boys,
Tuohy suddenly had to struggle to get
by. "Ibecame very aware of the regulations for hiring the handicapped and I
have received a lot of help financially,
psychologically and spiritually," he said.
Today, six years after the accident,
Tuohy is again enrolled at SU and
working towards a degree in public
administration with a minor in criminal
justice.
In addition to his academic activities,
Tuohy plays on the SU men's tennis
team. Physically out of shape from the
surgerieshe decided to satisfy an interest
he had alwayshad in tennis.
"The coach, Janet Adkission, was
wonderful," said Tuohy. "She was helpful and understanding. A lot of credit
goes to her push and encouragement.
"Joe Levan is another one. He's captain of the tennis team so he's supposed
to encourage people but my situation
was unusual and he went out of his
way."

...

Wakasa, Connor lead
netters into Districts
1

overall. "Ifhe gets a good draw and gets
himself mentally into the tournament,
on a given day, he's capable of playing
with anyone," saidAdkisson.
Kevin Wakasa and Kathy Connor,
However, Wakasa is coming off a
Seattle University's number one singles
tough
loss in last weekend's Whitworth
players, willlead the mens and women's
and Adkisson explained that
tournament
tennis teams into the NAIA District I
may
seriously damage his
loss
the
tournament this weekend. The
seeding.
chances
for
a
John McNeely
tournament, which will be played at
two matches in the
(6-11
9-14)
and
won
Central Washington University in
Whitworth tournament and could also
Ellensberg, will decide which players
in the districts if he gets a
advance
advance to the NAIA National
favorable draw,said Adkisson.
Tournament in Kansas City, Mo.
On the women's side, Adkisson does
Inaddition to individual awards, team
not expect any players to be seeded and
point standings will determine the
conceded that her team's chances of
overall winner.Each teamis awarded one
advancement are "very slim." Connor,
point for early round victories and two
witha 1-8 duelrecord and a 1-10 overall
points for semifinal and final round
mark, probably represents the women's
victories. Each member of the winning
best chance, although CarlaMilan (2-16
team willalso get a trip to Kansas City.
and 2-18) could pull some upsets as
The top eight men and women in the
well.
district willbe seeded in the tournament,
Despite the draws, the biggest factor
which means they are favored to advance
in
the outcome of the tournament may
and will not have to play each other
conditioning. All the early round
be
untill the later rounds. Seedings will be
matches
will be played on Friday and
voted by district coaches at a meeting
whoadvance
inboth singles and
players
tomorrow night. Unseeded players will
doubles face the possibility of playing
be scheduled at random.
12 sets or more inone day.
According to SU Tennis Coach Janet
In the event of rain Adkissonsaid the
Adkisson, the Chiefs' best hope for a
may be moved to indoor
tournament
seeding in the tournament is Wakassa,
k
facilities in Yakima, whichisahalf-hour
who is 6-10 in duel meets and 10-12
drive from Ellensberg.
By Marty Niland
SpectatorSports Editor

'

Both Adkission and Levan felt that
Tuohy hadmade progress and important
contributions to the team.
"Watching Mark's service is amazing,"
said Adkission. "You wouldn't even
know he was playing with his second
hand. It (tennis) is a labor of love with
Mark. He's always there,always willing
to help."
"Mark is really an inspiration for
everyone on the team," Levan said.
"He's always the first one to practice, the
last one to leave andhe's always willing
to practice with you. He's a cheerleader
andhe really cares about everyoneon the
team."
When not in school or on the courts
Tuohy acts as president of theLake Stevens Junior Athletic Basketball
Association and is associated with the

national ski patrol and also eniovs.

fishing and hunting.
He also devotes Monday nights to
prison ministry. After reading the autobiographical book, "Trail Wind," Tuohy
called the author and soon was involved
with a group that visits the Washington
State Reformatory inMonroe. "I want
to make a living working with the
incarcerated."
Tuohy enthusiastically remarked on
one of the changes in his life. "My
perspective on the values of life has
changed 180 degrees. From a selfdirected, individual goal-oriented before
the injury to "I needed help, Ineed help
a socially responsible attitudinal
change."

—

Start Your Weekend Early!

Now Open for
Lunch Friday,
Saturday & Sunday
at 11:00am!
Domino's Pizzapresents the
early lunch! Now youcan order
pizza anytime after 11:00am,
Friday,Saturday and Sunday!
In fact, if you know ahead of
you
time when you'll be eating,
cancallusafter 10:30am, and
just tellus whereand when you
want your pizzadelivered.
Want it assoon as possible?
We'll guaranteeit willbe
delivered before11:30. Having
lunch alittle later? Call us after
10:30am, and your pizzawill
arrive within 10 minutesof the
time youspecify, or your pizza
isfree!
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Cheese.

Our Superb Cheese
Pizza
12" Cheese $6.00
16" Cheese $8.75
Toppings
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage,
Fresh Mushrooms, Black
Olives,Onions, Ground Beef,
GreenPeppers,Pineapple,
Tomatoes,Double Cheese,
ExtraThick Crust
Regular Crust

16"
Cheese $6.00 $ 8.75
1-item $7.00 $10.10
2-Kems $8.00 $11.45
3-items $9.00 $12.80
4-items $10.00 $14.15
5.^5 $1100 $15.50

Large Order Discounts
5-9 pizzas 10% discount
10-14pizzas 15% discount
15-19pizzas 20% discount
20-24 pizzas 25% discount
25 or more 30% discount
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Hard work pays

off for Moss
By Byron A. Pope
Spectator Reporter
Being a

team

manager, keeping

statistics, running the shot clock and

giving an occasional pep talk are part of
what Larry Moss is all about.
"I've met some very fantastic people,"
said Moss, the 27-year old manager for
the Seattle University Chieftains' men's
and women's basketball teams.
Moss, who decided to work for SU
after hehad two informational interviews
with the University of Washington and
Seattle Pacific University, said he knew
the job would not be a paid position. "I
thought that once they saw my work
they would pay me," he said. "Paid or
not this (working at SU) is the best
thing ever to happen to mein my life."
Moss was born with cerebral palsy
but does not want special treatment.
"Despite my handicap Iwant people to
notice my work whether it is good or
bad."
Moss was born in Ohio were he lived
with his parents and two sisters. After
graduating from high school Moss
attended Defiance College.
At Defiance Moss became a member
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, a fraternity that
called themselves 'the we bad gang.

1

"That was the first time Iremember
letting go," he said.
As equipment manager at the college
Moss had experiences he will not forget. "I fell asleep in practice once," he
remembered. "The coach yelled at me
because Iwas snoring."
After his parents divorced Moss moved
to Seattle with his father. His need to be
more independent,along with personal
disagreements with his father, caused
Moss to move out on his own. He found
a single bedroom apartment near the
UW.He has lived there for the past three
years.
Moss felt there was something special
that brought him to SU. He was not
attracted to SPU and the UW was too
big.
"It's too bad Ididn't start here (SU)
earlier," Moss said. "I have met some
people that have really changedmy life
for the better."
Moss feels he has the ability to motivate others. He feels he was a part of the
wornens basketball teams' district
championship. "I had individual talks
with them and told the players what was
in my heart."
Moss does not care about individual
glory.He simply wants to be recognized
for being the person he is.
"I want to see everyone succeed in
life,"he said.

Looking Ahead
April 30

Pierce Mullen will give a lecture

Thursday at 6 p.m. in LA 221

commemorating the 300th anniversary of
the Sir Issac Newton's Principia
Mathematica and the bicentennial of the
U.S. Constitution. Mullen will question
how these works fare in light of modern
science. Mullen isa professor of history
at Montana State University and has
been published widely on the subjects of
the history of science andmedicine and
regional history. Admission to the
lecture is free.
May 1

Trainer and Gary
lead an informal
will
Chamberlain
background and
of
the
discussion
interpretation of the Vatican's recent
statement, "Instruction on Respect for
Human Life in Its Origin and on the
Dignity of Procreation." The statement
discusses such techniques as in vitro
fertilization,surrogate motherhood, and
experimentation on human embyros and
fetuses. The discussion will be held in
the Marian Hall faculty lounge Friday at
2 p.m.
Rosaleen

May 2

A series of three professional home
seminars takes place Saturday at Bcllevuc
Community College; May 9 at Everett
Community College and May 16 at
Seattle University. Fee per seminar is
$5 and sign-ins begin at 9 a.m. at each
location. Classes are held from 9:30
a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

May 4
The Washington Association for
Children and Adults with Learning
"Disabilities is sponsoring an 18-hour
training and certification course for
persons interested in serving as volunteer
parent advisors. Training sessions will
beheld at Everett General Hospital May
6, 13, 20 and 27 from 10:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. WACLD members may attend for
$9 andnon-members for $50.
Pre-registration is necessary by Monday, May 4. Call 882-0792 or write
WACLD, 17530 NE Union Hill Road,
Suite 100, Redmond, WA 98052, Attn:
Jill Gorman.
May 5

The LiteratureClub is holding its fifth
annual Shakespeare Reading at 7:30 pm
in the Liberal Arts building, room 305.
Bothcomical and dramatic scenes willbe
read. Selections willberead from "King
Lear," "Othello," "A Mid-summer's
Night's Dream," "The Twelfth Night"
and others. Come listen and enjoy some
of Shakespeare's best, read by Seattle
University's best.
Mayor Charles Royer will present a
$500 scholorship to a student who
currently operates a small business or
plans to start a small business after
graduation. Applications are available
through Betty Konarski, Albers School
of Business. Deadline for applications is
Monday, May 4. The scholorship is
being offered in celebration of "Small
Business Week" May 10-16. The
scholorship will be awarded May 11 at
theSmall Business Awards banquet held
in the Seattle Trade Center.
Compiled by Susan Kendall

Intramural
p.m.

softball

i.ic._

Purple

Division

Games of Saturday,May 2
8:45 a.m.
Vernikt vs. Screamin Outcsats,
field 1
Squeeze Play vs. Pubs, field2

4:15
Bluelight Special vs.Mauley, field
1
LALodgers vs. Potato Heads,
field 2
5:30p.m.
BadGrads vs.FOAD
Games of Sunday,May 3

9:30 a.m.
Go Ask Someone vs. Vernikt,
field 1
Squeeze Play vs. LALodgers,
field 2
1:30p.m.
PotatoHeads vs. Pubs
2:45 p.m.
Mauley vs. BadGrads, field 1
Bluelight Special vs.FOAD
o-ir

Green
Division

I

Results from Tuesday,April
21
Dixie Wrecked 22Pilots 8
.RoadWarriors 14 DraganBlasters

!*.Staff Infection 13 69ers 8

Games of Tuesday, April28
3p.m.

: Pilots vs. Road Warriors
■

4:15p.m.
69ers vs. Dixie Wrecked, field1
Staff Infection vs. Dragan
Blasters, field2

"jt

Yellow

Statofthe week:
Hill was named to theFreshman

All-America team. The forward
was the team's leading rebounder
with 325 boards this season and

All- Americans
Players PamClark andLisaHill
and Coach DaveCox of the Lady
Chieftain basketball program were
honored last week by the AmericanWomen's Sports Federation.
Clark was named an AllRegional selection for the
Northwest College Division and
was named to the NAIA AilAmerican second team. The senior
led the team in scoring with 16.5
points per game this season and
helped lead SU to their first NAIA
DistrictIchampionship.

was second on the team in both
field goaland free throw shooting.
Cox, inhis seventh yearas head
coach of the Lady Chieftains was
named All- American Northwest
Coach of the Year. Cox, who has
a 117-85record as ahead coach at
SU, tookhis team to adistrict title
despite injuries to key players and
a lack of depth and height on the
team. His victory total of 117 is
second only to former men's
basketball coach Al Brightman,
who has 180 wins.

Division

Game of Tuesday, April28
5:30 p.m.
Bilbo Baggers vs.Skeleton Crew
II
Games of Thursday, April
30
3p.m.
BowlLoaded vs. RoadWarriors
4:15p.m.
S. Force vs. Bilbo Baggers, field
1
Make it Happenvs.Skeleton
Crew II,field 2

Classifieds
Wanted: Househelp to do cleaning
and child care for a three year old. 16
hrs. per week. 4:30 7:30 p.m., M-F
and 1/2 day on Sat. U-district. $ 5/hr.
Call Prof.Nickerson 626-5996.

-

Counselors/trainers needed to work
with DD adults in New Group home.
Serving native Americans and other
minority. All shifts available. Send
resume or stop in for application.
Katerri House 510 24th. Aye. South,
Seattle, Wa., 98144.Minorities encourage to apply. EOE.329-0676.
Wallingford Boy's and Girl's Club
needs summer day camp counselor.
Full-time, June 15 Aug. 21. $ 5/hr.
Youth experiencedrequired.Call Becky
or Rene at 632-3523.

-

Hiring today! Top pay! Work at
home No experiencedneeded. Write
Cottage Industries 1407 1/2 Jenkins,
Norman, Oklahoma, 73069.

10 Recreational aid positions available. Full-time in summer time. $ 5
per hour at Greenwood Boy's and Girl's
Club. 784-5396. Ask for Lisaor Tony.
Student Volunteers sought to help
rebuild schools in Guatemala, a project
of the world student service corps. July
lst-31st. All expenses paid except
transportation. For information contact
Tony or James at 525-2003.
Free campus pick-up & delivery

word processing-typing. Dissertations,

manuscripts, papers,correspondence,resumes, personalized form letters. Fast,
reasonable and accurate. Business Prose.
367-2434.

Students looking for roommate.
Male or female does not matter. Apartment close to SU and on busline.
329-4807 after 5 p.m.

Cruise Ship Jobs. Now hiring,
Summer. Careers. Excellent pay and
World travel. For information call
206-736-0775 ext 567E.
Seattle University Child Development Center offers part and fulltime
care for ages 2 1/2-7. Open year round
frQm 6;45 am .5.45 p m m-F. Discounts for students, staff and alums,
Meals provided. Call 626-5394.
#>

Unfurnished apartment. 1402 East
Cherry. One bedroom townhouse $360.
Twobedroom townhouse $480. Unfurnished apartment, 410 11th Avenue,
Two bedroom $480. On busline; one
block from campus; one parking include(J Call 282-2697.
Need word processing, typing?
Secretarial, office organization, resumes. Sense of humor, some genius.
(Five blocks from campus) 325-3081

.

Activists. Start a career in social
change- Work at the grassroots to fight
unfair health costs Washington Fair
Share is wmnjng legislative campaigns
oping a staff for the '88
and devei
elections. We train in grassroots
fundraising, organizing and leadership,
$i95-$250 per week plus benefits,
excellent training and national
opportunities. Part-time also available,
Call 329.9764 Seattle; 272-1127
Tacoma.
Heading for Europe tins
summer? Jet there anytime for $269
or less with Airhitch (as reported in
Consumer Reports, NY Times,
Newsday.Harvard's "Let's Go" Student
Travel Guide Series, Good Housekeeping,and on national network morning shows.) For details, call 212-864-2000 ext. 202 or write: 2901
Broadway, suite 100T, N.Y., N.Y.,
10025.

<

